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LrN f THE EDUCATI^N OF HANDICAPPED CH1LDPEN

ON AND YOUTH IN NEW ZEALAND

c")

1.1J Yay I first express my Government':, appiaciation of
the iritation to attend this first Pan-Pacific Conference
on the Education of Handichpped Children and Youth. New
Zealand has been able to develop special education services
which now meet the basic educational needs of most of its
handicapped young people, but we still have much to learn
if we are to make the best use of the resources already
available for this purpose, and we have to plan now to meet
the needs of the children who will require special education
in the future. This conference provides us with a valuable
opportunity to learn from your experience. I hope that, in
return, you will find something relevant to your work in
this short review of the educational services which New
Zealand has provided for those children who have special
needs.

U S DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATIONI
WELFARE

OFFICE OF EDUCATION
THIS DOCUNIEU HAS BEEN PEPRODUPED
EXACTLY AS RECENED !RnMTHE PERSON OR
ORGANIZATION OHIGINATI.45 IT POINTS OF
VIEW OR OPINIONS STATED DO NOT NCCES.
SARILY REPRESENT OFFICIAL OFFICE Of EDU
CATION POSITION OR POLICY

ECO 051

DA VID Ii. ROSS

This paper has three sections. The first details very
briefly some of the social, geographical and economic
factors which have shaped New Zealand's education systeis,
including its programmes for handicapped children. The
second sketches the development of our special education
services, and describes some features of their structure and
administration which seem relevant to the theme of this
conference. The bric:f final section notes some cr the more
important trends in few Zealand's special education services,
and some of the issues now facing those who must plan their
future development.

In contrast to some of the countries represented here,
New Zealand is a comparatively small country. Its population
of just under three million people is spread widely across
its two main islands, which have a total area of 103,000
square miles, to give en average population density of 25
persons per square mile - a comparatively low figure by
international standdrds. About half the total population
lives in the northern half of the north island, whicll contains
the largest urban area, centred on Aucklaid, with nearly
600,000 inhabitants. Although New Zealand earns most of its
foreign exchange by exportin farm prcy'ucts only 22 percent
of its population live in a rural area. This percentage is
continuing its steady decline while farm production continues
to increase.

About 8.5 percent of New Zealanders are Maoris,
descendants of its original Polynesian inhabitants. Plmost
all the remainder are of British origin, and their culture
is predominant. New Zealand is firmly committed to a policy
of racial equality, thourh it is still working to turn that
policy into everyday practice. It is riving increasing
attention to the difficult but inportart tank of ensuring
that its raori citizens end their racial cousins from the
Pacific Islands, who have enterad the country in increasing
numbers over the past 20 years, hove a true equality of
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opportunity without sacrificing their own cultural
identity.

The history of systematic European settlement in Uew
Zealand dates only from 1840, and its people see themselves
as citizens of a young country with great potential for
future growth. 3ut in international terms the New Zealand annual
average income of NZ$1,444 places the country in the
"developed" rather than the "developing" category, and :or
the past 30 years all but a hnndfull of its adult working
population has been able to obtain regular employment. By
:nternational standards again, New Zealand has no very wealthy
or very poor citizens, no deep religious divisions and no
fundamental social or economic differences between life in
its urban and rural areas. This does not mean thet New
Zealanders are all alike, which would be far from the truth,
or that our children have identical home backgrounds, but
the range of variation in New Zealand on most of the
measures which can be applied to economic and social matters
is certainly less than in most other countries.

Since 1876, the year before the introduction of free
and compulsory education, New Zealand has had a single central
government which has been wholly responsible for the intro-
duction, financing and direction of all its state health,
education and welfare services. Althugh the local admini-
stration of education is in the hands of elected district and
school boards, each state school is, in fact, part of an
integral national education system. This provides free
education for all children from five o 19 years of age, and
all except the few children who are profoundly mentally
retarded mast attend school until they are 15. Tertiary
education is available to all who meet its comparative
liberal admission standards and, at the base of the educational
ladder, the state pays the major share of the cost of the
rapidly growing pre-school programme, which now caters for
about 35 percent of children who are three or four years of
age. Roughly 11 percent of all pupils attend private schools,
which receive financial assistance from the state.

One final point will conclude this background statement.
Although modern means of travel and communication have greatly
reduced the social and cultural effects of New Zealand's
geographical isolation it remains separated from its nearest
neighbour - Australia - by 1200 miles of rather stormy ocean.
In earlier years the encircling seas forced us to develop our
own way of life, row perhaps their importance is more in
helping us to retain our national culture in a shrinking,
world. Uherever the balance is drawn, our insularity has
fostered an education system which was based largely on
British practice and thinking, has drawn en subsequent British
American and (to a lesser extent) Australian experience And
research, bu!. is now professionally autonomow- with its own
unique characteristics, strengths and wenkncpses. :lome of

these may show throuch as I describe so-le features of our
srecial education services for lorndicapped children.

ea,
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The formal beginning of special education services
in New Zealand dates back to 18D0, when the ilex Zealand
government decided to establish a school for deaf children,
to be administered (as it still is) by the state Depart-
ment of Education. This rove was followed by Government
assumption of the costs of educating the blind children
enrolled in the residential institution for the blind
established in Auckland by a voluntary agency.

The development of the present range of special
education services, which are shown in Appendix I, followed
much the same progression as it has done in other countries.
The schools for blind and deaf children were followed by
two residential schools for backward - i.e. educable mentally
retarded children and, from 1917 by the establishment of a
network of special classes for these pupils attached to
ordinary peinary schools. The years between 1920 and 1940
also saw the beginnings of special education for speech
handicapped, trainable mentally retarded and physically
handicapped children, and for children in hospital. However
the greatest progress by far has been made during the past
25 years. The special education services for deaf, visually
handicapped, educable and trainable mentally retarded children,
and forchildren with speech defects and children in hospitals
have been developed to provide a national coverage; special
schools for seriously physically handicapped pupils have
been provided wherever sufficient children needing this
provision could be identified, and a substantial beginning
has been made in developing special classes and schools for
emotionally disturbed children. This move has been paralleled
by the provision 01 special schools in psychiatric hospitals
and in the state institutors for children in need of care
because of their delinquent behaviour or very poor home
backgrounds.

Wore recent developments have included the regrettable
necessity to expand our programme for deaf children as a
result of an epidemic of maternal rubella in 1963-64. This
has required a 70 percent increase over the past three years
in the number of teachers employed in schools or classes for
the deaf, and the establishment of an assessment and
educational unit at our residential school for visually
handicapped children to meet the special needs of children
with severe defects of both sight and hearing. We are now
engs,..wd in pilot clucational programmes for children with
severe personality disorders - including those medically
diagnosed as autistic - and in reviewing the ways in which
the special education services can best assist children with
specific learning disabilities.

As you will appreciate, many of these special education
programmes lean heavily on the insights of clinical and
educational psycholoj. The New Zealand Department of
Education has establi hed a national Psychological Service

ich has, an one of its functions, the assessment of children
recommended Jar admission to special schools classa and
clinics, and the provision of guidance for deir teachers.

3



Enrolments in the various special education programmes
at 1 July 1970 are shown in Appendix I to Vis paper. You
will note that it contains no reference to programmes for
gifted children, for whom provision is made in ordinary
primary and secondary schools, nor does it make any reference
to the substantial provision now made within the ordinary
school system to meet the special needs of Maori children,
who have been handicapped in the past by an inadequate
recognition of the educational relevance of their cultural
background.

One important feature of the New Zealand special educatior
servit,s is that they are provided almost entirely by the
central government as part of the state education system.
7oluntary associItions co-operate with the state in providing
some educational services for blind and seriously physically
handicappedchildren, and private special schools have been
established for deaf, severely mentally retarded and socially
maladjusted children, but 97 percent of the 8178 pupils
receiving full-time special education in July 1970 were
enrolled in a state school. There a:e no legal reatrictiona
on the establishment of private special schools, or of special
education services in ordinary private schools but educational
provisions for handicapped children have always been, and
seem likely to remain, largely a state responsibility.
Voluntary agencies are, however, actively involved in the
establishment and administration of sheltered workshops for
nandicapped and disabled adults. These workshops receive
substantial Government assistance as a key clement in its
rehabilitation programme, and considerable progress has bern
made over the past few years in developing effective liaison
between the special education services for handicapped children
and youth and the rehabilitation services which will assist
thm when they leave school.

A second characteristic of the New Zealand special
education services is that uhey each function on a national
basis, under central direction in such matters as curriculum,
admission criteria, standards of accommodation and equipment,
and the salaries mid conditions of servic:. of their teachers.
A senior officer in the Hend Cffice of the Department of
Education is responsible for their co-ordination And development.
As a result, all teachers and local adminis4rators in a partic-
ular special education service work wi Lin a common framework.
This statement could be interpreted as implying a rigidly
uniform special education service throughout the country,
which is certainly not the case. The Department of Education
actively encourages teachers to act independently in develop-
ing teaching programmes suited to their on pupils needs, and
to exrerirent in finding the most effective ways of using the
resources at their oisposal. An example is a current project
initiated ir, one district to evaluate the advantages and dis-
advantages of res)urce-room programmes for educable mentally
retarded pupils as an alternative to the traditional special
class. It is true, however, that the limited involvement of
agencies other than the state in the education of handicapped
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children does mean that there are few opportunities in New
Zealand to establish completely unorthodox programmes, or
foi exploratory projects 2equiring substantial finance.
A state education service financed by public funds cannot
find the monoy to sponsor many projects of this kind when
it is under heavy pressure to expand all branches of the
education service. As a result,we are, to some extent,
deprived of the stimulus provided by the diversity of private
and state services available in, say, the United States.

If this pattern of state financed and controlled national
special education services lacks come of the diversity found
elsewhere it has some substantial advantages, at least for

sTrall country such as New Zealand. It has enabled us to
rake the most effective possible use of the limited pool of
persons with the qualifications and experience required for
senior teaching and advisory positions in apecial education,
and to plan pre-entry and in-service training programmes for
teachers on a national basis, to the advantage of those
teachers working in the smaller administrative districts or
in ths smaller epecial education services. It has also ensured
that all vacancies in these services can be filled by the most
sui',-,able applicant available in the whole country. Perhaps
the most important_advantage of this pattern of control is
that it has enabled special education services to be established
on the same criteria in all parts of the country. As a result,
handicapped children who live in a less wealthy community are
as well served so those who liv' in the more wealthy areas.
This is a basic pre-requisite for any fully affective programme
for the education of children who have special needs.

Within the limitations imposed by the need to identify
sufficient children requiring a particular kind of special
education and living within reasonable travelling distance of
a centre at which it can be provided, it Lae therefore been
possible to offer many handicapped children living in rural
areas and small towns schooling equal in quality to that
available in the largest cities. Children who live in areas
w).ere special education programme suited to their nseds
cannot be established may be assisted through the special
section of the Department of Education Correspondence School.
If this is not appropriate, Government boarding allowances are
available to meet all or most of the costs incurred by
parents whose children must board away from hone to attend a
special class or school.

The difficulties encountered over the past 20 years in
providing erecial education for children living in country
areas are now being met in some urban areas also, as programmes
are being established to reet the special educational needs of
children with sore of the less common types of handicap. A
current example is the problm of providing for children with
severe personality disorders, including the sometimes
described as autistic. It is now clear that Appropriate
education may prove the key to the rehabilitation of some of
these children. IL is equal]: true that in most cases they
should otte,11 their special school or class from their own
home, and tllt "ieir parents should ha directly involved in

5/-,IIMIN =. , 111,
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the treatment programme. Put these children are so few in
number that it will be impossible to provide a separate
service for them within easy travelling distance of their
homes unless they live in a large city. The problem is
insoluble in these terms. The solution must lie in learning
how to make full use of existing special education services
to help these children and any others whose handicaps do not
fit neatly into any of the generally recognised categories of
special education.

A third feature of New Zealand's special education
services is their close administrative and professional links
with the ordinary school system, of which they form en integral
part. New Zealand educators, teachers and parents have been
generally reluctant to set handicapped children any further
apart from their peers than is strictly necessary to meet
their special educational needs, if only because the majority
of children who are handicapped are best educal,ed in an
ordinary classroom provided they, and their teachers, can
receive any specialist guidance or other additional assistance
which they require. This attitude is reflected in the
administreticn and professional supervision of the special
education services.

At the school level each principal has a direct admini-
strative responsibility for any special classes located at hie
school. Their teachers are full members of his staff and work
under his supervision. At the district nvel all inspectors
supervising special education retain some important respon-
sibilitieJ in matters not related to this field, and they work
with teachers of ordinary classes. This is true even in the
largest districts, where other inspectors assist the inspector
supervising special educatio to ensure that he can retain
his links with the school system es a whole. The administra-
tion of special education is evolvir with the steady growth
of the educational services for handicapped children, but it
seems certain that future changes will respect the general
desire to ensure that these services, and those who administer
them, retain effective links at all levels with the education
cervices and programmes ftr children who are not handicapped.

As you might expect, therefore, New Zealand children
requiring special education are much more likely to he enrolled
in a special class attached to an ordinary school than in a
soperate day school. Special day schools have been established
only for children with severe mental or physical handicaps.
The residertial schools established for deaf and educable
mentally retarded and emotionally disturbed children are now
intended primarily to cater for children who are unable to
ettend a special class, end, as my colleague Mr Ycung will
illustrate, function as integral parts of the national service
for handicapped children. Furthermore, the advisory and
guidance services assooiated with the special education
programmes accept a clear responsibility to assist those
teachers in ordinary classrooms who have handicapped pupils,
and these pupils can be provided with any special equipment,
such as typewriters or classroom furniture which they require.

IlltN VIW -- WW1= IMWW.W M, VWWWW1
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In line with this approach, but in contrast to the
policy followed in some other countries, teachers employed
in the special education services receive the same salaries
as teachers working in ordinary classes. Like them, they
receive allowances for recognised additional qualifications,
but they do not receive a special salary allowance simply
because they are working in a special education service.

The guidelines for paper requested that some
reference be made to pertinent laws regarding services for
handicapped children and youth. I am perhaps fortunate in
this respect, in that it i3 the New Zealand practice to
provide no more than the essential minimum of legislative
authority for its educational services. The formal framework
for the administration of the Nc'w Zealand education system is
provtded by the 1964 Education Act and its subsequent amend
ments, supplemented by regulations issued under powers conferred
by the act. These regulations deal with such matters as the
procedures for the appoint cent of teachers, the organisation
and administration of schools, rind the training of teachers.

TLe authority for the establishment and maintenance of
all the special education services for which the New Zealand
Department of Education is respcnsible is derived from, three
sections (Sections 98-100) of the 1964 Education Act. They
empower the sinister of Education to establish, or authorise

establishment of, any special school, class, clinic or
service, and to provide financial assistance to other classea
or services providing special education. They also authorise
the issue of regulations covering the administration of the
special education services. These sections are essentially
similar to the sections in the earlier legislation which they
replaced.

It is perhaps indicative or the status of special education
in New Zealand that it has ao far proved neither desirable nor
necessary to issue any regulations specificallly relating to
it, because the necessary provisions have been made in the
general regulations. The same procedures have been followed
with respect to the financial provision for the special
education services. With the exception of certain items
relating to t!e residenti.al schools administered directly by
the Department of Education tle funds 'squired by the special
education services ar? included under te appropriate general
headings of the Department of Education's annual estimates of
expenditure. They are not separately appropriated. Thus the
salaries for teachers employed in the special education services
are appropriated under the item for teacher salaries, and the
funds for building accommodation for special schools, classes
and clinics are listed under the item for school buildings.

The development of New i.ualand's special education
services has now reached the stage at which emphasis can be
shifted from establishing programmes for children with obvious
unmet needs to a greater concern for the quality of the
education offered to each handicapped pupil. This change has
brought into greater prominence some trends and questions which

7
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will become increasingly important in the future. They will
be familiar to you all, and I mention some of them in this
final section mainly to point up our common interests and
responsibilities.

The four trends I wish to note are:

1. A steady increase in special education services for
handicapped prs-school ohildien.

Closer liaison between the special education services
and the health and welfare services for handicapped
children.

3. Close co-operation between the various special education
services themselves, as those working with different
groups of handicapped children come to appreciate that
they have more in common than was previously realised
and that they have much to learn from each other, and as
more attention is paid to the particular :seeds of multi-
handicapped children.

4. Increasing emphasis on the importance of specialist
pre-entry and in-service training for teachers of handi-
cappcl children as the key determinant of the quality of
the education provided in our special schools, classes
and clinics.

Finally, two fundamental issues which we face in our
present planning. The first is the need to determine the
future areas of responsibility for the special education
services. Accepting that there will always be some handicapped
children who cannot be educated in an ordinary class, and a smaller
group who require education in a special school, where should
the dividing line be drawn as regular classes become better able
to meet the needs of individual children? This issue is
particularly important for the comparatively large groups of
children whose handicaps are less severe, and who could perhaps
be adequately catered for in ordinary classes provided the
necessary supporting and advisory services were available,
Research, and our own experience, has shown that this is
certainly true fir some mildly mentally retarded and partially-
deaf children. We may see a significant shift in the pattern
of provision for these and other handicapped chile'sn over the
next decade. If this does occur, however, it should follow
from progress in resolving the second issue I wish to mention.
It is the perennial problem of deciding the criteria and
methods which should be used in evaluating our special education
programmes so that we can make informed decisions about them.
I can do no more than state the problem, which concerns all
education programmes, and not only those for handicapped
children. It seems likely to become increasingly important for
those who must plan our services for handicapped children and
youth.

This prper has been, of necessity, written in very general
terms. To complement it, by giving you a more detailed picture
of one of our larger special education services, my colleague
VT. Young, who is the principal of one of our two state schools
for deaf children, will describe some of the main features of

8
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our education programme for chil6ren with defective hearing.
We hope that our combined presentations will provide the
basis for a useful discussion.

9
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APPENDIX I -1-

SWHARY OF SPECIAL EDUCATION AND GUTDA:,iCE SERVICES

AT 1 JULY 1970

Tne figures for lhe numbers of pupils shown in this suraary are subject to norrection.
Official stati5ties cm the number of children receiving special education at public
primary schools (including all special schools) are Given in Table 1.5 of Part 1 of
" Education Stati. lies of New Zealand".

Special
Schools

Clinics or
Special Classes

Number
P11212 a

Number
Teachers

SECTIUN 1
BLIND AND PARTIALLY SIGHTED CfrILDREN

1 5 1(a) Classes for Partially Sighted Children

(u) Resource Centres for Blind and Partially
Partially Sighted Children 1 45 2

Re-sidential end Day School for Blind
end Par ti aJ1:, Si ghted Children - Hamel
College (see Section 3) 1 153 29

(d) Correspondence School - Special Section
(see Section 13) 1 (5)

1 2 2Y 32

SECTION 2
DEAF 11D PARTIA1I/ HEARING CHILDREN

3

34 -

26

246

3

34

(a) Classes for Partially Hearing Children

(b) Classes fcr Deaf Children

(1) at Petrary and Intermediate Schools
0 0 at Secondary Schools 6 44 6

(c) Pre-school classes for Deaf Children.

(d) Residential and Day Schools fcr Deaf

3 11 3

Children*

(e) Itinerant Teacher for Deaf Children

(f) Advisers on Deaf Children

(g) Correspordence School - Special Section
(see Section 13)

2 62

11

2 46

-L.--

649

-Ill-.
122

SECTION 3,

:AIL4J:teN WITH .3:-'7FLE DEFECTS OF PTH SIGHT

AND PEkRING (','t ND' C;IILDPIi),

Urdi for Deaf-Blind Childrer. - Homed
College (see under Section 1 (c))

SECTION 4
CHILDREN WITH SIFECH HANDY:APS

4ecch Clinics

(3) (5) (I)

to6 3436 106

Indicate, a service provided directly by Vh4 Department of Education, Fomei College
is administered by tire N.E. Foundation for this Blind and financed by the Government,
end the Priscn Flotation Service is aclainistfred by the Department of Justice. The

Degartment of E' cation pays the: salaries of the tutora employed by the N.E. League
for the Hard of Pnaring and the welfare and placemnnt c ffior employed by the Auckland
Frier ds cf the I.aaf. The other services listed in this directory are controlled by
the E.cation Beards. er by the Board of CovIrners of the Secondary School in labia
they tre located. ?racketed ficores ( ) are included in the total for another
se e4ien, 0.g. tf o figures fcr the Desf-Blind unit (Section 3) are included under
Section 1(e) 1i. t, 11 College.

10
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Special
Schools

SECTION 5
PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED AND DELICATI CHILDREN

(a) Day School.: for Cerebral Palsied Children 6

(b) Health Camp schools 6

(c) Hospital Classes

(d) Classes aud Schools for Physically
Handicapped Children 2

(e) Home EMOrepflOy and Convalescent Schools 2

(0 Correspondcnca School - Special Section
(see Section 13)

16

SECTION 6
DACSWAIIITCHILDRE3

(a) Cls,ses for Backward Children

(9 At Primary and Intermediate Schools
(ii At Secondary Schools (E)perience

Classes)

(b) Residential Schools for Badkiard
Children* 2

(c) Schools in Manta' Health Divf.sion
Institutions (see Section 141 5

(d) Correspondence School - Spec.al Section*
(see Section 13)

7

SECTION 7.
INTELLECTUALLY HANDICAPPED CFILDIEN

(a) Day schools

(1 124 pupils
(ii 5-11 pupils

(b) Correspondence School - Home Training
Section/ tsee Section 1j)

SECTION 8
EWCATIONALLY RETARDED CHILDREN

(a) Reading Clinics

(b) Correspondence School - Special Section
(see Seotion 13)

30
11

41

Clinics or
Special Classes

Numbers Herber
Pupils Teeelyrs

149

28!".

18

16

48 584 48

1 98 8

28 2

78

49 1222 97

211 2689 211

1,2 528 42

174

i60 10

.:.,
16 (5)

253 3675 277

1144. 124
107 22

1416 150

i2 189 12

51 (5)

12 240 12

1
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Special
Schools

Clinics or
Special Clacr,s

NuNL,cr

Pupils
Number

Teachers
SECTION 9
HALAWUSTED CHILDREN

(a) Classes for Maladjusted Children

(b) Residential Schools for Maladjusted

10 82 10

Children*

(c) Schools in 2ental Health Division

1 24 5

Institutions (see Section 14)

(d) Schools in Child C.Ilfare Division

3 - 41 4

Training Centres* (see Section 15)

(e) Schools in Child Welfare Division

Ti. 172 21

Homes* (see Section 15)

(f) Correspondence School - Special Section
(see Section 13)

6 83

23

7

(5)

14 10 425 47

SECTION 10
1-"7,..N EDUCATION 7 347, 11

3.71.:TI0N 11

(A) N.Zt LEAGUE FOR THE HARD CF EEARINC

(F) FRIENDS OF TIi1 DEAF (INC.) 1

26

SECTION 12
GUIDANCE SERVICES

.(a) Psychological Service - 7'sychologista 55
- Orearisers of 1

Special Classes 20

(b) Visiting Teachers 35

(c) Guidance Counsellors 47

(d) Guidance Zsachers

(e) Vocational Guidance service.

(f) Child Welfare Division.

2

159

TOTALS 88 47B 11,614 1,039

12
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SECTION 13
CORRESFUNDENCE SCHOOL - PROVISIONS FOR
HANDICAPPED PUPILS*

(a) Blind and Partially Sighted Children
(See Section 1)

(b) Deaf and Pa.otially Hearing Children
(See Section 2)

(c) Physically Handicapped and Delicate
Children (See ;faction 5)

(d) Backward Children (See Section 6)
(e) Educati,naity Retarded Children (See

Section 8)
(f) Maladjusted Children (see Section 9)
(e) Home Treining Section (see Section 7)

SECTION 14
SCVUCLS AND CLASSES IN HOSPITALS Al)
TRAINING SCIUOLS OF THE MENTAL HEALTH
DIVISION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

Special Clinics or Maher Numlar
Schools Special Classes Fupi7.s Tcadler

(1)

)

(3) (5)

(78

(10

(Si)

(23)
(1651 (t.)

(337), (9)

(a) Schools for Eac.kward Children (see
Section 6)

(h) Schools for Maladjusted Children
(see Section 9)

(5)

(3)

(8)

SECTION 1..5
SCHOOLS AND CLASSES IN CIILD WELFARE
DlNISJON INSTITUTIONS*

(a) Schools in Training Centres (soe
Section 9)

(b) Schools in Child Welfare Homes (see

(4)

Section 9) (6 )

' 0)

SFOTYON 16
PRIVATE SPECIAL SCHOOLS

13

(168) (10)

(41 (41__
(209) (1 )

(172) (21)

(83) ("I__

(255) (28)

7 253
(Not included in totals)



ALAN J. YOUNG

My colleague, Yr. Ross, has presented a genera'. outline of

the organisation to provide for the educational needs of our

exceptioal children and it is my task to present specific

details of how one of the specialist services - the Education

of the Deaf Children - operates within the broader system.

Educational provision for deaf children in New Zealand

commenced in 1880 when a teacher trained in the oral method

was appointed to establish a school in Christchurch, the major

city in the South Island.

It was established at that time that the education of the deaf

childr,:n was to be the responsibility of the Department of

Education, instruction was to be free of charge to the parents

and the teaching was to be by the oral method. Although many

changes and advances have been made during the past 90 years

we still adhere to the three basic policies established at the

inception of the service.

For administration purposes, New Zealand is divided into two

divisions on a population basis for education, administration

and oversight of the hearing-impaired children. The northern

area of the North Island with which I am directly concerned is

administered from the base school , the School for Deaf, Kelston,

Auckland. The responsibility for the services for the

remainder of the country is centred on our first established

school in Sumner, Christchurch.

Our responsibility for the education of deaf children commences

when a child is first diagnosed as suffering from an

irreversible hearing loss and while we have started with children

as young as four months old, the average age of diagnosis is

22 months. The work with pre-schcol children is undertaken by

Advisers on Deaf Children who work in close co-operation with

medical services to assist with diagnoses.

The Advisers are experienced teachers who have had additional

training in Audiology, and it in their function to fit the

appropriate hearing aid, which is available free to all children,

and to provide regular guidance to parents. The service

operates throughout the whole country and the Advisers, while

on the staff of one of the Schools for Deaf, work in an itinerant

capacity.
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During the early years every effort is rma!e to assist language

and speech development and parents are encouraged to enrol their

deaf youngsters in our regular pre-school facilities. When the

child nears school ace, a recommendation concerning the

educational placement is made to the Principal of the School for

Deaf by the Advisory Service and by Department of Education.

Psychological Service. The following alternatives are available: -

The regular community school for hearing children

A class for deaf children attached to a regular school

A School for Deaf Children.

The following table indicates the number of children enrolled

in each of the al,ove systems in the Kelston School for Deaf area:-

Pre-School
Children

Regular Community Classes for Deaf Special
Schools Children attached School for

to Regular Schools. Deaf

District Classes
Children

70 450 130 200

The children who remain in the regular schools are visited

frequently by the Adviser who provides assistance to the class

teacher. The youngsters in this category tend to be the less

handicapped group, although since our Advisory Service commenced

a higher percentage of deaf children have been able to cope in

regular schools. In a number of centres itinerant teachers of

the deaf have been etIployed to provide additional individual

work for these children.

The provision of classes for deaf children - known as Unit Classes -

attached to regular schools may be divided into two categories.

1. District day classes which may be established in any

centre wnich has a reasonably homogeneous group of at

least five children.

2. Deaf classes in regular schools in close proximity to the

major School for Deaf.

In the Kelston ai.ee. there are district unit Classes attached to

various levels of regular community schools in the two largest

provincial towns, Hamilton and Rotorua. The children are taught

by a trained teacher of the deaf and professional oversight is

provided by an Advisory Committee on which the Principal of

Kelsto is represented.
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These classes have been developed in the last decade and are

the result of the desire to have our deaf children associating

with their hearing peer grcup while still retaining the

advantage of being taught by a teacher of the deaf. In the

Auckland metropolitan area all young deaf children who are

unable to cope in regular schools are admitted to the Kelston

School for Deaf either as day pupils for city children, or as

boarding pupils if the children live in country areas. The

youngsters who make satisfactory progress in language and speech

development are then transferred with a teacher of the deaf to a

lozal community school where they work in association with a group

of hearing children of the same age.

The special feature of this system is that all teachers of deaf

in the regular school remain on the staff of the School for Deaf.

Both day and boarding pupils may be included in the classes and

a flexibility of placement' is retained so that a child who does

not adopt to the regular school can be easily returned to the

School for Deaf. Thia system, which involves a larger number

of children, enables better homogenity in the grouping of children

and makea association with regular classea easier to accomplish

than is possible in district day classes. Those classes also

provide an excellent transitional stage for children who have

made sufficient progress to be considered for return to a

regular school.

Last on the list of provisions for our deaf children is our

major day/residential schools which are now tending to cater

for only the severely handicapped children and those who have

handicaps in addition to deafness.

Because of the sparseness of our population it is impossible

for all our children to attend classes for deaf children as

day pupils, and at Kelston it is necessary to board 110 children.

The remainder of the children attending are day pupils from the

Auckland Metropolitan area and are transported free in special

buses or taxis.

Kelston is a modern well equipped school which, as well as

catering for 200 Children, has developed as the resource centre

for all the services and classes for deaf children in the area.

For example, the base school is responsible for the provision

and maintenance, of all hearing aid equipment and technical staff

are employed for this purpose.
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Senior staff from Kelston provide oversight and guidance for

teachers in all Unit Classes and have also undertaken provision

of schemes of work and the development of audio-visual equipment

required throughout the area.

In addition to our provision for New Zealand children we have

also catered for a number of children from the Cook Islands and

Niue Island; and this year we are providing professional

assistance for the Cook Islands where a class for deaf children

is being established.

Finally, I wish to elomment briefly on a few of the features in

our system which I consider are of special interest They are:-

1. All hearing-impaired children, irrespective of wheic they

live in our country, have the same educational services

and opportunities availabe. These services commence

when a child is diagnosed as having a hearing loss,

continue throughout the years of schooling and have now

been extended to include a welfare service for the adult

deaf.

2. The Principals of the Schools for Deaf have ready access

to all education areas and ale accepted as consultants

"'by all educational autYorities.

3. The flexibility which our system permits in the placement

of hearing-impaired children.

Transfer of children from one education area to another

presents no problems and this has encouraged our teachers

and administrators in regular schools to accept hearing-

impaired children because they know they will receive

assistance from the School for Deaf and alternative

placement can be made if necessary.

4. We have maintained high standards in the selection and

training of o,.r teachers of the deaf.

5. We have been fortunate that the employment situation has

been very favourable aid that we have no problems finding

suitable employment for our young deaf r,eople.
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While we are very proud of our achieveents over the past 90

years and have every confidence in our system of education of

our deaf people, we are by no means complacent and fully realise

that we must develop all our services to a higher degree of

efficiency if our youngsters are to continue to enjoy acceptance

and independence in the future.
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